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Catullus the man 

 

We know almost nothing about the man Catullus except what we deduce from his poems, 

The one biographical notice gets his death demonstrably wrong, and may get everything 

else wrong too. Perhaps this passionate lover was young (well, in his mid-twenties) when he 

agonised over Lesbia: but we could not prove he was not having his mid-life crisis. As for 

Lesbia, she may be the Clodia taken so memorably to bits by Cicero in his speech for Caelius 

in 56 B.C.; but then again she may not. We are thrown back on the poems. 

 

They are most read, and most loved, where they concern Lesbia. It does not matter in the 

least who she was: the more so because the poems focus not on her but on Catullus himself. 

She is merely the girl who, on good days, is coyly (or in boredom) asking how many kisses 

would satisfy him, or, on bad, is abused as the lover of three hundred adulterers at one go, 

the girl thanks to whose departure CatulIus' love has fallen like a flower at the meadow 

edge, sheared off by a passing plough. Her problems, feelings, grievances are not touched 

upon. This is after all the work of a man, and a Roman at that. 

 

Two of the most admired poems proclaim this self-absorption by being self-addressed. In 

one (76) Catullus asks himself why he goes on suffering over a girl – who is characteristically 

not even named. 'It is difficult to put down a long-standing love all of a sudden, difficult: but 

you've got to do it, somehow.' And he turns to the gods, praying in the last lines to be able 

to rid himself of 'this hideous disease': 'grant me this for my piety.' That piety, as we know 

from earlier in the poem, consists in his having done everything he should in this affair, 

broken no faith, deceived no one. 

 

A second poem (8) starts 'Miser Catulle', 'wretched Catullus': the self-pity is explicit. 'Stop 

being silly: you see it's lost – let it go.' There had been good days when the sun shone on the 

two of them, but 'now she does not wish to go on with it: you must cease to wish too.' 

Catullus turns to the girl for a moment, to say goodbye: he will not pursue her further. But 

what of her? She will be sorry when she finds he is gone. Will there be a replacement? 'Who 

will you kiss? Whose lips will you bite?' The possible answers to these questions are too 

disconcerting. Catullus ends with a fresh admonition to himself: stick it out. Nothing in Latin 

is written with more transparent feeling, yet at the same time with more ingenious control 

of the possibilities of the language. But neither it nor 76 shows us any hint that Catullus has 

wondered what it is about him that the girl has turned her back on. Verbal abuse replaces 

self-analysis. 



 

A man of feeling 

 

No less famous, and no less fine, is poem 101 . His brother (no name) has died, and Catullus 

represents himself as going to the grave, bringing gifts in the traditional manner. He says 

hail and farewell to him for ever. Here too Catullus is thinking of himself as much as of the 

dead man: 'alas wretched brother, so harshly taken away from me.' Grief, like love, can 

easily be self-centred. But we are left knowing as little of the brother as of the girl-friend. 

 

In a way, it is this self-centredness that puts across the feeling of sincerity, the ring of truth. 

Catullus tells us what he feels, and what he feels is strong meat , whether grief, love or hate. 

Catullus in the round, though? That would have to include the fact that he feels strongly 

about all sorts of other people too. The famous poems in which Catullus talks of kissing 

Lesbia (5 and 7) are both concerned with the number of kisses: a dangerous game to count 

them, for it may bring the evil eye on you. Less known is 48, addressed to a man: 'If anyone 

should let me go on kissing your honeyed eyes, Juventius, I should kiss them three hundred 

thousand times – and not be satisfied.' There are other poems about Juventius: difficulties 

with this coy young man (99), his preference for a rival (81). Or again the abuse that is 

poured on the head of the errant Lesbia can find other targets: a man who has trouble with 

his h's, another who steals table napkins at dinner parties. 

 

There lies the attraction of Catullus: he is someone who feels, and who expresses his 

feelings so sharply and concretely that he makes us believe in them. Sex is not a game for 

Catullus, as it seems often to be for Horace and Ovid. It is a battle where hard knocks are 

taken and given. And social life is a battleground too. Catullus does not seem much to care 

what effect he has on others, or what we will think of him. 

 

Catullus in context 

 

All this has, and requires, no particular context. Such feelings are the stuff of humanity, and 

it does not much matter that these were being experienced in the first century B.C. Nor, 

perhaps, does it take us much further when we learn that Catullus' likes and dislikes 

included some household names. 'I'm not particularly concerned to please you, or to know if 

you're dark or fair.' That is addressed to Julius Caesar. 'Many thanks from Catullus, worst of 

all poets: as much the worst of all poets as you are the best of all advocates.' Nobody can be 

sure what is intended by that, but it is said to Cicero. But Catullus was not a politician, and 

we do not need to fit him in to the complications of late Republican history. 

 

Does it matter, then, that he wrote in the 50s B.C.? Well, yes. For he has another side. In 

one (much disputed) poem (68A) he excuses himself to a friend for failing to send him a 

poem: a proper poem, one supposes, not this apology. What would a proper poem be? We 



get some idea from the reason Catullus gives: 'I haven't a lot of writers with me' – that is in 

Verona, his native town – 'because my home is in Rome: only one book-box has come with 

me here.' The 'proper' poem, then, the cynic might say, has familiar classical attributes – 

allusiveness, learning, complication fed on the books of others. And that is perhaps the sort 

of thing Catullus would have wanted to be remembered for. Indeed he was thus 

remembered: an Augustan poet calls him Doctus Catullus, Catullus the learned – taught, it is 

implied, not just by the inspiring Muses, or, to put it another way, a poet with 'art' as well as 

'natural talent'. An attractive short poem (50) addressed to a fellow poet recalls last night, 

spent by the two in writing verses together, one capping the other's efforts, one metre after 

another, wine and good humour flowing. But that sort of poetry writing was perhaps no 

more than play. That was the serious stuff? One poem anyway, and not mentioned so far: 

64, an epic poem of four hundred lines that would have needed book-boxes a plenty in the 

composition. 

 

Epic Catullus 

 

We are transported to a colourful and imaginary world. The goddess Thetis marries the 

mortal Peleus, and the wedding-hymn foretells the fame of their future son, Achilles. The 

coverlet of their bed gives us another scene of love, this time less happy: Theseus has 

abandoned Ariadne on the Aegean island of Naxos, and we hear her speech of complaint 

later to help Virgil in his portrayal of Dido. There is passion amidst all this, but we are not 

much encouraged to believe in it. This is an unreal world where a day's absence from the 

fields causes the plough to rust up, and sea-nymphs emerge from the water alongside the 

Argo. Those were the days, says the poet finally, days when there was justice on the earth 

and gods graced a mortal wedding. Scholars are still arguing in what spirit Catullus wrote 

that ending, or, indeed, the whole of the poem. 

 

Such a dispute would have pleased Catullus. In one of his short poems (95) he praises a 

poem by Cinna on a remote mythological topic, a poem which had taken nine years to 

complete, but which will be remembered for ever. 'But the Annals of Volusius will die at 

Padua, and be used to wrap up fish and chips.' There is Catullus' context: the desire of his 

generation to take sides in an old Greek controversy about short poems and long, art and 

the lack of it. So, after all, Catullus knew his responsibilities as a classic, and finds his niche in 

literary history. It is our good fortune that, at times and perhaps almost by accident, he 

knew also that poetry can be used to talk about oneself, warts and all, and to express 

feelings without embarrassment. 
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